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Take a moment . . .
Think about how others have described you.

• Write down 2 positive adjectives 

• Write down 2 not-so-positive adjectives 



We’re called to “live together in unity,”
but some people just get on our last nerve!

Why?

Because God made us different,
and differences can be a source of conflict



What DiSC® Tells Us
DiSC® measures observable tendencies:

- How assertive are you? 
- Do you focus more on tasks or people?
- Do you think and act quickly, or do you 

take time to think and process?

http://www.gracebfc.org/gallery/photoView.asp?img=147&cat=8&start=1
http://photos1.blogger.com/blogger/2327/3211/1600/100_1467.jpg


Others who use DiSC®

• Used by missions before sending new 
missionaries to the field
– World Team, Moyers
– ABWE, Curt Jones (Director of PIDI English Camp)
– BCM

• Used by counselors and coaches
– Individual counseling
– Marital counseling
– Executive Coaching
– Team Building



Differences in 
behavioral style can 
be a major source of 

conflict.

http://photos1.blogger.com/blogger/2327/3211/1600/100_1540.jpg


DiSC Model 

Active, Fast-Paced, Assertive, Bold

Thoughtful, Moderate-Paced, Calm, Careful
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High D

Tries to 
change, fix, 
or control 

things

Bible example:
Paul

Acts 15:36-40
Gal. 2:11; 14

Fast-paced, assertive, task focus, questioning



Strong “D”

POSSIBLE POSITIVES       POSSIBLE LIMITATIONS

Direct Blunt
Results-oriented Tell people what to do
Assertive Aggressive
Decisive Insensitive
Think, speak, act Fast Interrupts others
Get things done Not team oriented
Risk-taker “Know-it-all”
Natural leaders Not a good listener
Independent Impatient



Strong “D”

Motivated By:
Achievement; Results

Greatest Fear:
Losing Control; Failure

Major Flaw:
Directs too Much; Impatient

Priorities:
Results, Action, Challenge



Strong “D”
Direct; straightforward
Fast-paced
Assertive
Independent 
Self-confident
Results oriented
Leader; steps up
Risk taker

Blunt; rude
Impatient 
Aggressive; demanding
Not team-oriented; loner
Egotistical; Arrogant
DO IT NOW!! insensitive
Steps in and takes over
Reckless



Take-
charge 
attitude

Bossy and 
demanding

Interpretations



Strong “D”

When interacting with a strong D, be 
prepared for:

• Interrupting; blunt and demanding approach
• Lack of sensitivity
• Little need for social interaction - independent
• Quick action – do it now!



Increasing Effectiveness
“D” team members can increase their 
effectiveness if they:

• Develop and demonstrate patience
• Tone down your directness – ask more 

questions and LISTEN
• Spend more time with others
• Be sensitive to others feelings



High i

Tries to persuade, 
promote, or 

influence others

Bible Examples:
Aaron

Exodus 4:10-16

Fast-paced, assertive, people focus, accepting



Strong “i”

POSSIBLE POSITIVES      POSSIBLE LIMITATIONS

Enthusiastic Talks too much, wordy
Influential; Persuasive Superficial; Appears phony

Good talkers; articulate Overly optimistic
Confident Procrastinators
High energy Overlooks details
Sociable Impulsive
Optimistic People-pleasers; need approval

Sensitive to others Easily distracted
feelings Not good in follow through



Strong “i”
Motivated By:

Public Recognition

Greatest Fear:
Social Rejection

Major Flaw:
Talks too Much

Priorities:
Enthusiasm, Action, 

Collaboration



Strong “i”
Enthusiastic

Influential
Optimistic
Sociable 

Good talker
Sensitive

Cheerleader; superficial, 
insincere; phony

Manipulate to get their way
Unrealistic
Play, don’t work; people-

pleasers; “social butterfly"
Motor mouth, “TMI”
Too much drama



Interpretations

Chatty and 
self-

focused

Outgoing 
and 

super 
positive



Increasing Effectiveness

“i” team members increase their 
effectiveness if they:

• Are specific in praise and work directions
• Become more organized
• Keep their commitments
• Deal effectively with conflict
• Know when to stop talking; be concise



Strong “i”

When interacting with a strong “i”, be 
prepared for:

• Drama
• Attempts to persuade or influence others
• Need for the “spotlight”
• Over-estimating self and others
• Over- promising
• Need for personal approval
• Sensitive feelings – easily hurt



High S

Tries to be 
cooperative, 
supportive, and 
agreeable while 
keeping things 
stable

Bible example:
Abraham

Genesis 13:5-9

Tries to be 
cooperative, 

supportive, and 
agreeable while 
keeping things 

stable

Moderate-paced, less assertive (laid back),
people focus, accepting



Strong “S”

POSSIBLE POSITIVES        POSSIBLE LIMITATIONS

Self-controlled Deadline problems
Easygoing Stubborn
Predictable Too easy on others
Patient Dislikes change; inflexible
Stable, steady Avoids decision-making
Team-oriented Not a risk-taker
Thinks of others first Holds things inside
Peace makers Doesn’t speak up
Good listeners Slower pace
Agreeable Avoids confrontation



Strong “S”
Motivated By:
Traditional Practices; 
Sincere Appreciation

Greatest Fear:
Change

Major Flaw:
Agrees too Much;
Doesn’t Speak up
Priorities: 
Support, Stability, Collaboration



Strong “S”
Calm, steady; patient
Predictable
Helper
Quiet; doesn’t speak up 
Team oriented
Peace-maker
Selfless; put others first

No sense of urgency
Stuck in a rut; inflexible
Rescuer, enabler
Has nothing to say
Lacks independence
Can’t address conflict 
Door mat



“S” Interpretations
Thoughtful 
and patient

Unsure 
and 
indecisive



Increasing Effectiveness

“S” team members increase their 
effectiveness if they:

• Speak up – appropriately and respectfully
• Cope better with change – be flexible -

“go with the flow”
• Give mercy – but hold others accountable
• Address issues
• Deal with conflict



Strong “S”

When interacting with a strong “S”, be 
prepared for:
• Friendly approach with team members
• May not speak their mind – very agreeable
• Resistance to change
• Difficulty prioritizing
• Difficulty with deadlines
• Need for a clear plan, structure, roles & 

responsibilities
• Need “think time”



High C

Tries to work within 
established rules, 

guidelines, & 
procedures to 

ensure accuracy    
& quality

Bible example:
Luke

Luke 1:1-4

Moderate-paced, less assertive, task focus



Strong “C”

POSSIBLE POSITIVES       POSSIBLE LIMITATIONS

Conscientious Avoids controversy
Systematic Picky-picky-picky
Diplomatic Critical of self & others
Accurate Bogged in details
Perfectionist Avoids change
Detail-oriented Not people-oriented
Analytical Avoids making decisions
Finds errors (not enough information)

Thorough Takes a lot of time



Strong “C”

Motivated By:
Doing Things Right

Greatest Fear:
Criticism of their Work

Major Flaw:
Questions too Much;             
expects perfection

Priorities:
Accuracy, Stability, Challenge



Strong “C”
Works independently    
Conscientious    

Analyzer
Finds errors 
Detail-oriented

Thorough

Aloof; loner
Unnecessary
perfectionist
Over-thinker
Fault-finder; critic
“Can’t see the 
forest for the trees”
Slow; takes too long



“C” Interpretations
Accurate 

and detailed Slow, 
picky and 
inflexible



Strong “C”
When interacting with a strong “C”, be prepared 

for:

• Resistance to vague or general information – they 
want the details

• Desire to “double check” and question
• Private; don’t openly share personal details
• Little need or desire to socialize with other people
• Slower-paced, methodical approach
• Criticism; focus on negatives
• Need “think time”



Increasing Effectiveness

“C”  team members can increase their 
effectiveness if they:

• Accept different approaches – there is more 
than one way to do a job!

• Talk more with other team members
• Encourage creativity in others
• Accept “less than perfect” when appropriate
• Be less critical – acknowledge positives
• Increase their pace



Working with Others

• Quit taking it personally (Q-tip)

• Choose NOT to be offended

• Extend grace and mercy

• Understand that “different” is not 
necessarily wrong, just different



Working with Others

Colossians 3:12-14

• Clothe yourselves with . . . 
• Bear with each other, and . . . 
• Forgive as . . . 
• Put on . . .



Questions ?
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